Customer Benefits

- The suite uses a single sign on feature, eliminating multiple usernames and passwords for each product.
- **DASL** is a comprehensive, web-based student information and management system for PreK-12 schools. Modules include EMIS state reporting, scheduling, fees, attendance, report cards, transcripts, medical information, discipline records and more.
- **GradeBook** is a web-based student and classroom management system supporting K-12 traditional and standards-based education practices. This comprehensive, district-wide solution combines attendance, lesson plans, grade book, standards-based grade calculate, online or printed report cards and more.
- **Parent Access** allows parents and students to have 24/7 online access to GradeBook, homework assignments, attendance, online report cards and messages posted by teachers from any computer with Internet access.
- **Special Services** is a web-based, easy-to-use, special education and gifted student service that includes forms, tracking, reporting and an EMIS state department of education compliance application. Forms include IEPs, ETRs, 504s, ISPs, BIPs, WEPs and more!
- **Virtual Classroom** is an online K-12 Learning Management System (LMS) aligned to state academic standards for students both in and outside of the classroom. Real-time data is shared with Gradebook and ParentAccess and includes the ability to collaborate content with other teachers. Student progress and monitoring allows modified and personalized student instruction.
- **DataMap Module** is a data-driven analysis tool that collects, aggregates and displays trending and historical standardized achievement test scores into a single and easy-to-use web portal. In addition, the module allows district customizable templates to create interventions such as RIMPS, Title 1, attendance, discipline and more!
- **Custom Report Requests** allows districts to extract student data in user-friendly formats at no additional cost.

Service Features

- Software support and maintenance
  - No annual maintenance contracts to manage and pay for on software – all included in the service
  - All upgrades and enhancements included in the service - no need to bring in an outside vendor to upgrade local hosted equipment.
  - Unlimited support provided by knowledgeable staff available by email, phone or service ticket
  - Centralized hosting
  - Professional development opportunities at no additional cost
  - Service and reliability
  - NEOnet support for complex design questions and changes
  - Geographically redundant backup and recovery
  - Integration with Active Directory

Optional Features

- Vendorlink can be used for districts that choose applications outside of ProgressBook Suite as a third-party integration tool to seamlessly integrate the products data. Tools such as Student Online Registration Vendors, master schedule builders, Point of Sale and more.
- Custom vendor extracts for districts to extract student data and send to vendor at no additional cost.
- Ad Hoc Reporting tool that allows users to extract data from student information and create and automatically deliver their own reports in many formats including Excel. In addition, NEOnet still supports DASLr as an ODBC connection tool.

NEOnet supports the ProgressBook Suite of products. The suite includes DASL, EMIS State Reporting, Gradebook, Parent Access, Special Services, Virtual Classroom, DataMap, DASLr and Vendorlink. The suite is used by more than 773 different entities across the state of Ohio, reaching over a million students in ADM. NEOnet gives students the support they deserve.